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A functional f defined on a closed convex subset C of a normed space is to 
be minimized. It is known that iff is strictly convex and C is compact, then any 
minimizing sequence converges in norm to a unique minimum. A characteriza- 
tion is given herein for the norm convergence of any minimizing sequence when 
C is weakly compact and f is strictly quasi-convex, a more general result than 
those which are already known. 
INTRODUCTION 
X will denote a normed space, C a closed convex subset, and f: X-t R a 
(nonlinear) functional which we wish to minimize on the constraint set C. A 
sequence (x,J in C is called a minimizing sequence for f on C whenever 
f(x,J -+ /3 ZE inf(f (x): x E C}. A minimizing sequence need not converge in 
norm nor does it necessarily contain a norm convergent subsequence (see the 
example in this section). 
In this paper we investigate certain criteria under which any minimizing 
sequence must converge in norm (such conditions must be known before 
iterative and extrapolative processes can be used in the computation of appro- 
ximate minima). The class of problems which can be effectively posed as mini- 
mization problems is growing rapidly (e.g., see [lo, pp. 7-131). We first give an 
example which was the motivation for this investigation. 
EXAMPLE. Let X = Z2, P = closed positive cone in X, and B,(O) E closed 
unit ball centered at 0. Then C = P n B,(O) is closed and convex and weakly 
compact. Let e, = (1, 0,O ,... ), es = (0, 1,O ,... ), etc., be elements of the canonical 
orthonormal Schauder basis, so that any x in la can be expressed as x = XT=, aiei . 
Now let y = (l,&, Q ,...) in P, which determines a (linear) functional via 
f(x) = xi”=, (l/i) 01~ for x = CT=, aiei . Now f has a unique minimum at 0, i.e., 
f (0) = 0. The sequence (e,) is a minimizing sequence for f on C since 
f(eJ = l/i-+ 0 = f (0). However, 11 ei - ei 11s = 21/2 for i fj, so that (es) 
contains no subsequences which converge to 0 in norm. 
If f has certain geometrical properties then convergence in norm is guaranteed 
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for any minimizing sequence. We say that f is quasi-convex on a convex set C 
whenever f (azc + (I - a) y) < max{ f (x), f (y)} for all X, y E C and 0 < a: < 1. 
This is equivalent to the condition that the level sets L, = {x E C: f (s) < CX> be 
convex (by deFinetti [4, 121). Any convex functional is quasi-convex. 
If f is quasi-convex on X, it is weakly lower semicontinuous (see [5, p. lo]); or 
if f is 1.s.c. on C, then it is weakly 1.s.c. there [8, Lemma I]. In fact, the norm 
1.s.c. and weakly 1.s.c. quasi-convex functionals are the same since the level sets 
L, are convex and thus weakly closed iff they are norm closed. 
A functional f is locally uniformly quasi-convex [8] (resp., locally uniformly 
convex) on the convex set C iff for x in C and E > 0 there exists 6(x, l ) > 0 such 
that for any y E C with j! x - y ,/ > E it follows that f (-ix - A-y) < 
max{f (x), f (y)} - Q, c) (resp., f (8x + 4-y) <f(x) t if(y) - 8(x, l )). 
It is known that iff assumes its infimum on C and is 1.s.c. and locally uniformly 
quasi-convex on C, then any minimizing sequence (x~) in C converges in norm 
to the unique minimum 3~’ E C (see [8, Theorem 11). We note that this includes 
the locally uniformly convex case, as well as the uniformly quasi-convex and 
hence uniformly convex cases where S depends only on E and not on the point .r. 
When f is strictly convex or strictly quasi-convex (replace < by < in the 
definitions for convexity and quasi-convexity) on a convex set C, then f can 
have at most one minimum point in C. When C is compact, a strictly convex 
continuous functional is uniformly convex, and so any minimizing sequence (xn) 
in C converges in norm to the unique minimum s’ in C. The following more 
general lemma establishes that the same is true for a strictly quasi-convex 
continuous functional. 
LEMMA 1. If f is strictly quasi-convex and continuous on a compact convex 
subset C, then f is uniformly quasi-convex on C. 
Proof. For any E > 0 the functional defined via J(x, y) = max{f (x), f (y)) -- 
f(& + i-y) is continuous and thus assumes its infimum 6(e) on the compact 
set P E {(x, y) E C x C: !I 3: - y /I 2 E}. If S(F) == 0, then there is (x0 , y,,) in P 
such that max{f (x0), f (yJ) = f ($x0 + +yO), a contradiction to strict quasi- 
convexity off on C. Thus 6(c) > 0, whereupon the proof is done. 
COROLLARY 1. If f is continuous and strictly quasi-convex on a compact convex 
set C, then any minimizing sequence off on C converges in norm to a unique minimum. 
The question remains as to what conditions imply that if f is 1.s.c. and strictly 
quasi-convex on C with C not norm compact, then any minimizing sequence 
converges in norm to a unique minimum. We note that in the proof of Lemma 1, 
the set P is not convex and not weakly closed in general, so that weak compactness 
does not necessarily imply uniform quasi-convexity when f is strictly quasi- 
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convex and weakly continuous. We derive a sufficient condition for f so that 
whenever C is weakly compact any minimizing sequence converges in norm to a 
unique minimum. 
The epz@zph offon C is the set epif = {(x, a) E X x R: 01 ->f(x)]. 3ow letf 
be I.s.c. and convex on a closed convex set C so that epifis a closed convex set in 
AT >< R equipped with the product norm (we take !/ /j = (ii ll’y -)- ’ ;2)1i2 so that if 
/I llX is uniformly convex, then /I I/ remains so [3]). 
\Ve will say that f is dentable on C at JZ, whenever, for E > 0, the point (x,, , 
f(x,,)) does not belong to the closed convex hull of epi f \B, (denoted by 
cl-conv(epi f \B,), where B, is the c-ball centered on (x0 , f (x,,)). In other words, 
f is dentable at x,, iff (x0 , f (xc,)) is a denting point of epi f (see [7] or [I I]). To be 
fair, we mention that Choquet calls such a point strongly extreme, and seems to 
have originated the concept [2, p. 971. 
THEOREM 1. Let f he a I.s.c. convex functional on a weakly compact convex 
subset of a normed space X with a unique minimum x0 on C. If f is dentable at xg , 
then any minimizing sequence (x,,) in C converges in norm to x,, . 
Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that (x,?) does not converge 
in norm to x0 , so that there is some nbhd U, of x0 in the norm topology on C 
and some subsequence (.x~ ) that does not enter CT, Let B, be the open ball in 
S x R w.r.t. the product ;opology given above centered on (x,, , f (x0)). Since f 
is dentable at x0 , we have that (x~, f (x0)) 6 cl-conv(epi f \B,) cY Q. For each 
.Y E C, define h(x) = inf{a: (x, a) E Q). Thus h defines a function on C. We claim 
first that h is I.s.c. on C in the norm, and therefore in the weak, relative topology: 
it suffices to show that for any fixed N’ E C, if h < /2(x’) then there exists a nbhd 
of X’ l’,! such that h < inf h( c’,). But since (x’, A) 4 Q and Q is closed, there 
exists a nbhd B,(x’, A) which does not meet Q. Let the projection of Bg(x’, A) 
on S be denoted by l’, . Since A < inf h(V,), h is I.s.c. at the arbitrary point 
x’ E C. Thus the first claim is demonstrated. 
\Ve now claim that h is convex on C: If not, then there are points X, y E C 
with qr ==: h(‘,x + 4~) > &h(x) -+ $h(y) = ve . Thus (&x 1 By, 7.J is the 
midpoint of the line segment between (x, h(x)) and (J, h(y)) with the two latter 
points belonging to Q. But q2 < y1 = inf{a: (ix -+ 4 JJ, a) E Q} implies that this 
midpoint is outside of the convex set Q, a contradiction which proves the claim. 
Then h is a I.s.c. convex functional on C with inf{h(x): x E C} = 17 > @ GF- 
inf(S(z): .I: E C), as h attains 7. The closed hyperplane in X >: R defined by 
H == {(x, 37 + -i/3): x E ;\3 strictly separates Q and the point (x,, ,f(xJ), and 
since (x,, , f (x,, )) E Q, it follows that (xn) is not a minimizing sequence. This 
contradic;ion esiablishes the proof that s,, - x0 in norm. 
The epigraph of a functional f that is quasi-convex on C is not necessarily 
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convex in X x R. However, if f has a unique minimum x0 E C and is dentable 
at x0 , then Q is closed and convex so that the function h as defined above will 
yet be 1.s.c. convex, attain its infimum, and thus allow a strict separation of 
(x0 ,f(x,,)) and Q, Th us we state the above theorem in a more general form. 
In fact, iff is weakly 1s.~. on a weakly compact convex set C upon which it has a 
unique minimum x0 and iff is dentable at x0 , the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds. 
THEOREM 2. If f is a a>eakly 1s.~. functional on a weakly compact convex 
subset C of a normed space, and if f is dentable at x0 , which is a unique minimum, 
then any minimizing sequence off on C converges in norm to x,, . 
COROLLARY 2. If f is strictly quasi-convex and 1.s.c. on a weakly compact 
convex subset C of a normed space and is dentable at its unique minimum, then any 
minimizing sequence off on C converges in norm to the minimum. 
EXAMPLE. In the example of the previous section, inf(f (x): x E C} = 0 but 
(0,O) is not a denting point of epif : put yPL = cb, (l/n) ej , a convex combina- 
tion of points in C\B, . Then, B,’ E c-ball in I, x R, (yll , f(m)) E 
cl-conv(epi f \B,‘). But yV1 + 0 in norm and (0,O) E cl-conv(epif\B,‘), for any 
0 < E < 1. Thus f is not dentable at 0. 
2 
Now that we have established sufficient conditions for the convergence in 
norm of any minimizing sequence, we seek a necessary condition. 
THEOREM 3. Letf be a 1.s.c. quasi-convex functional on a closed convex subset C 
of a normed space X and suppose that f attains its infimum at a unique minimum x,, . 
If every minimizing sequence off on C converges to x,, in norm, then f is dentable 
at x0 . 
Proof. The open half-spaces 23, = ((x, a) E X x R: a < f(xo) + c> meet 
epi f inthe relatively open “slices” U, , each of which is a connected nbhd of 
(x0 , f (x0)). Now suppose that (x~ , ol,) is any sequence which eventually enters 
any U, for any arbitrarily preset E > 0, i.e., (x, , a,) + (x0 , f(xo)) w.r.t. the 
nbhd base {UJs,o. Then Al, +f(xJ in R, and since f(x,J < (Y, for each n, 
f (x,) --f f(x,,) in R, which means that (xn) is a minimizing sequence. By hypo- 
thesis, x, + x0 in norm. Since ollz - f (x0) in R, it follows that (x, , a,) -+ 
(x,, , f (x0)) in the product norm topology of X x R relative to epi f. Thus 
t U&.0 is an open nbhd base w.r.t. the relative norm topology on epi f. 
Now let B, G e-ball centered at (x0, f(xJ). By the above argument, 
there is some Uscf) contained in B, n epi f, so that Q = cl-conv(epi f \BJ C 
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epif\G6cG, E P, and P is a closed set such that (x0 ,f(x,,)) $ P. Hence f is 
dentable at x0 (since E > 0 was arbitrary). 
COROILARY 2. Let f be a 1.s.c. quasi-convex functional which assumes its 
inJimum at a unique point x0 in a weakly compact convex subset C of a normed space. 
Then every minimizing sequence off on C converges in norm to x0 ;fJf is dentable 
at x0. 
Without weak compactness there may be no minimum in C. 
EXAMPLE (Weierstrass, 1895). Let T: P-1, I] + R via 
Tf =I’ .G[~‘(x)]~ dx. 
-1 
The infimum of T on the convex set C = (f E C1[-I, 11: f(-1) = -1 and 
f(l) = I} is 0. Since the integrand is nonnegative on [-I, I], Tf > 0 for 
every f E C. Thus there is no minimum of T on C. However, f,(x) = 
arc tan(nx)/arc tan(n) gives a minimizing sequence since 
Tf,, < 1’ (x2 + (I/n)) (f ‘(x))2 dx = 2,‘n * arc tan(n) + 0 as n-+ to. 
-1 
COROLLARY 3. Let f be a 1.s.c. strictly quasi-convex functional on a weakly 
compact convex subset C of a normed space. Then every minimizing sequence off on 
C converges in norm to a unique minimum x0 ifif is dentable at x0 . 
The main result of this paper is Corollary 3. We note that whenever C is 
compact, that any closed slice K of epi f is compact, so that by [7, Corollary 1.41, 
a unique minimum x0 off determines a point where f is dentable. When C is only 
weakly compact, it would seem more fruitful to work with the definition for f 
to be dentable. For properties of quasi-convex functionals, see [12, p. 2321. 
One such property is: f: U + R is continuously differentiable on the open 
subset U of a linear space implies that f is quasi-convex iff for every x, y E c’, 
f(y) <f(x) means that f’(x) (y - x) < 0. 
3 
Let F be a Banach (function) space and T: F-t F a not necessarily linear 
operator. The equation Tf = g is to be solved for the unknown f. The composi- 
tion with the norm on F yields a functional f + ;j Tf - g // , which can be treated 
iteratively by minimization techniques, but the question of convergence should 
be resolved. Sometimes this functional is strictly quasi-convex, and we may 
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restrictf to a weakly compact set C. In such a case, a criterion for the dentability 
of this functional would be helpful. 
The rational approximation problem for f E C[a, b] is the problem of 
minimizing the strictly quasi-convex functional T(a,) ,..., a,,, , b, ,..., 6,,) =- 
(1 f - (a0 -- .. + LZ,,,X”)/(~~ -+ ... T bnxn)jlu, (see [I, p. 1 I]) on a closed bounded 
subset of K1f1-‘L+2. A minimizing sequence can be obtained by any of several 
techniques, and the problem of extrapolation from a finite subset of such a 
sequence depends upon the guaranteed convergence, i.e., the dentability of I 
at the unique minimum. 
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